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HAMMADAH AL HAMRA 126 - A NEW SAHARAN UREILITE; 
A. Sexton, I.A. Franchi and C.T. Pillinger. Planetary Sciences Unit, Department Earth 
Sciences, Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA, UK. 

A new ureilite (HH126) was found in 1995 during a collection trip to the Hammadah a1 
Harnra region of Libya. This ureilite (1998g), although fairly weathered, displays some 
interesting features. Core olivine composition, oxygen and carbon isotopic composition clearly 
indicate that this meteorite is a Group 1 ureilite (1,2,3). Most of its olivines display 
widespread metal exsolution, far more extensive than than the =100pm rims normally seen. 
Although similar textures have been seen in the two most reduced ureilites known (4), the 
mechanism to produce such textures in HH126 are probably different to those for the reduced 
meteorites where reduction of the magma supplied the heat (4). Slow cooling of the excavated 
material on the ureilite parent body (UPB) may account for the features presently observed. 

A single stone of HH126, weighing 19988, was recovered in April 1995 during a collection 
trip to the Hammadah a1 Harnra region of the Sahara desert (28" 28'N, 12" 56'E). The 
fragment for this study (28.518) has 2 sawn surfaces and an adjacent weathered surface 
showing the remains of a fusion crust. A polished thin section (PTS), =15 x 6 rnm, was made 
and another =150mg of interior material was crushed for oxygen and carbon isotopic analysis. 

Mineralogy and Petrography 
Olivine is the most abundant phase in HH126, accounting for approximately 50% of the 

PTS. Although the degree of weathering in the specimen is quite high, the least weathered 
grains appear elongate with smooth curved grain boundaries; most of the grains, however, 
have been dissected and the grain edges altered, and few triple junctions are readily discernible. 
Low Ca-pyroxene, somewhat less abundant, makes up about half of the remainder, and the 
carbonaceous matrix, kamacite, and a small amount of high Ca-pyroxene account for the rest. 
Almost all the silicate grains are affected by superficial light brown staining and, more 
significantly, by penetrating fractures filled, in the main, with oxidation products which have 
caused the grains to break up and their edges to become eaten away. Metal occurs only in very 
small amounts in the specimen, and by far the most abundant is kamacite which is present as 
veinlets in the matrix and as subrounded blebs within silicate grain fractures and cleavages. 
There is no readily discernible crystal orientation in the hand specimen nor in the polished thin 
section. Moderate fracturing and minor undulatory extinction suggest a fairly low shock stage 
for this meteorite (5). 

Mineral Chemistry 
Olivine core compositions are approximately Fogo.4, indicative of a typical Group 1 

ureilite (1). However, the opportunity for such core measurements were limited, not due to 
the extent of terrestrial weathering, but because the extent of metal exsolution from the olivine 
was far greater than the =100pm rims normally evident in ureilites (5). Many of the grains in 
HH126 were almost completely transformed to virtually pure forsterite and numerous blobs of 
metal. When this more Mg-rich olivine is viewed in a secondary electron image the exsolved 
iron appears as a surficial cloudy deposit. Where no exsolution is evident the olivine cores are 
high in CaO (0.4% av.) and Cr203 (0.75% av.). The cores of the low Ca-pyroxene are fairly 
homogeneous, with an average of Wo7.7 En75.1 Fs17.2; rim edge reduction is not seen 
extensively The Fe-rich metal (kamacite) phase in the C-matrix contains between 0.7 and 
2wt% Ni, in common with most ureilites (1). Where it occurs as blebs within silicate grains it 
may also contain small amounts of Si, Cr, S and P, but very low Ni. 
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Stable Isotopic Composition 
- - 

A small aliquot of the powdered fraction of this meteorite was analysed by laser fluorination 
for oxygen isotopic composition (6), yielding a 6170 of +3.32%0 and a 6180 of +7.94%0. 
Such values are comparable with other ureilites from Group 1, although it appears that HH126 
is distinct from the two main sub-groups of Group 1 (Fig 1) suggested by Clayton and Mayeda 
(2). It may be most closely related to Y74123 which has an almost identical isotopic 
composition (2), although there are some differences between these two meteorites such as 
shock stage and degree of metal exsolution (7). Alternatively, terrestrial weathering may 
account for the small displacement from the more 160-rich of the two sub groups shown in Fig 
1. The bulk carbon content and isotopic composition has also been determined, yielding 
approximately 1.84% C with a 613C value of -2.73%0. Such a carbon content and isotopic 
composition is typical of ureilites with olivine compositions =Fog0 (3). 

Discussion 
The unusually extensive reduction of the olivine grains in HH126, resulting in widespread 

metal exsolution and very high Fo values appears to be unique amongst the Group 1 ureilites. 
However, if HH126 is a Group 1 ureilite thereis no evidence for any significant shift in the 
carbon or oxygen isotopic composition of this meteorite. ALH82106 and ALH84136 have 
also been reported to display very widespread exsolution features in olivine and-pyroxene (4). 
These meteorites are the most reduced ureilites known with core olivine compositions of 
=Fogs; it was suggested that the extensive exsolution might be due to a higher magma 
temperature, the result of progressive heating from the exothermic reduction reactions with 
carbon. Such an interpretation is untenable for HH126 which appears to have crystallised from 
one of the least reduced magmas on the UPB and therefore is unlikely to have suffered any 
additional heating compared to other Group 1 ureilites. An alternative mechanism to account 
for the extensive exsolution in HH126 would be to reduce the cooling rate of this meteorite 
after the excavation event commonly proposed as part of the UPB evolution (5). Such a 
mechanism could be the main contol on limiting the development of the reaction rims in 
ureilites (8). Two possible ways of reducing the cooling rate depending on the preferred 
disruption model are (i) excavation of a larger "chunk" of the UPB or (ii) deeper re-burial 

Fig 1 Oxygen isotopic composition of HH126. 
Other Group 1 ureilite data and fractionation 
lines showing sub-groups from (2). 
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